
교수요목(서울 캠퍼스)
대학 국제어학원(관)

학과 국제어학원 

IFLS002      ENGLISH (REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION)      (0학점)

This class is designed to let the students who pass this class have the equal qualifications which is 
needed to meet the basic requirements in English.  

교양

IFLS003      ACADEMIC ENGLISH I      (2학점)

This course is intended to assist students to improve their speaking, listening, writing and reading 
abilities. The listening and speaking abilities are particularly exercised by engaging in various 
ommunicative activities, such as role-play, oral presentation, and discussion, which are designed to 
promote students’ use of English in authentic second language contexts. Various scholarly texts will 
be read to support students’ understanding of sentence structures and to enhance their reading 
comprehension abilities. Furthermore, students will review basic sentence/paragraph structures of 
academic text, so they can develop their academic writing ability. Evaluation methods include, but not 
limited to, composition, tests, quizzes, presentations, and various in-class activities. Attendance is 
required.

교양

IFLS004      ACADEMIC ENGLISH Ⅱ      (2학점)

This course is intended to assist students to improve their speaking, listening, writing and reading 
abilities. The listening and speaking abilities are particularly exercised by engaging in various 
ommunicative activities, such as role-play, oral presentation, and discussion, which are designed to 
promote students’ use of English in authentic second language contexts. Various scholarly texts will 
be read to support students’ understanding of sentence structures and to enhance their reading 
comprehension abilities. Furthermore, students will review basic sentence/paragraph structures of 
academic text, so they can develop their academic writing ability. Evaluation methods include, but not 
limited to, composition, tests, quizzes, presentations, and various in-class activities. Attendance is 
required.

교양

IFLS011      ACADEMIC ENGLISHⅠ      (1학점)

The objective of this course is to enhance students’ communicative competence in English. Academic 
content is covered to improve overall proficiency in all areas of English communication as it relates to 
academic studies. Basic language skills are developed through communicative activities which are 
designed to promote students’ use of English in authentic contexts. Various scholarly texts will be 
read to support students’ understanding of major-specific rhetoric and to enhance reading 
comprehension abilities. 

교양

IFLS012      ACADEMIC ENGLISHⅡ      (1학점)

The objective of this course is to enhance students’ communicative competence in English. Academic 
content is covered to improve overall proficiency in all areas of English communication as it relates to 
academic studies. Advanced language skills are taught so students can acquire the competence to 
engage in English-mediated courses. Academic writing is emphasized through writing tasks targeted at 
the students’ proficiency level and academic field. 

교양

IFLS013      ACADEMIC ENGLISHⅠ      (2학점)

This course is intended to assist students to improve their speaking, listening, writing and reading 
abilities. The listening and speaking abilities are particularly exercised by engaging in various 
ommunicative activities, such as role-play, oral presentation, and discussion, which are designed to 
promote students’ use of English in authentic second language contexts. Various scholarly texts will 
be read to support students’ understanding of sentence structures and to enhance their reading 
comprehension abilities. Furthermore, students will review basic sentence/paragraph structures of 
academic text, so they can develop their academic writing ability. Evaluation methods include, but not 
limited to, composition, tests, quizzes, presentations, and various in-class activities. Attendance is 
required.

교양

IFLS014      ACADEMIC ENGLISHⅡ      (2학점)

This course is intended to assist students to improve their speaking, listening, writing and reading 
abilities. The listening and speaking abilities are particularly exercised by engaging in various 
ommunicative activities, such as role-play, oral presentation, and discussion, which are designed to 
promote students’ use of English in authentic second language contexts. Various scholarly texts will 
be read to support students’ understanding of sentence structures and to enhance their reading 
comprehension abilities. Furthermore, students will review basic sentence/paragraph structures of 
academic text, so they can develop their academic writing ability. Evaluation methods include, but not 
limited to, composition, tests, quizzes, presentations, and various in-class activities. Attendance is 
required.

교양

IFLS100      ADVANCED ACADEMIC ENGLISH      (2학점)

This course is an upper-level course designed for students with advanced English proficiency. Beyond 
basic communicative ability in English, the purpose of this course is to support advanced academic 
English ability by developing and refining their scholarly knowledge and by reformulating it in English.
This course includes logical analysis of the components of a composition and editing for improved 
clarify and effectiveness, so students can well-adjusted themselves in any further courses taught in 
English on campus.

교양

2018년 12월 8일 11시 56분



교수요목(서울 캠퍼스)
대학 국제어학원(관)

학과 국제어학원 

IFLS108      BEGINNER'S KOREAN I      (3학점)

This course provides students who have no prior knowledge of Korean with a solid foundation in basic 
proficiency for survival through communicative activities and meaningful grammar excercise. 

교양

IFLS109      BEGINNER'S KOREAN Ⅱ      (3학점)

Acquire knowledge and understanding toward basic Korean sentences for everyday activities by 
learning grammars and vocabularies about phone-call appointment, hospital, food etc. 

교양

IFLS110      INTERMEDIATE KOREAN I      (3학점)

The focus is to have the students to be able to communicate smoothly in everyday life in Korean. Also, 
the students will learn basic vocabulary and grammar to carry out their studies in Korean in a Korea 
university.

교양

IFLS111      INTERMEDIATE KOREAN Ⅱ      (3학점)

Acquire fluency and be able to express about routine topics which were taught in Beginner's Korean 
classes. Also lead students to have interest in more various issues such as politics, economics, society, 
culture.

교양

IFLS112      ADVANCED KOREAN I      (3학점)

Students will learn to be able to understand and communicate fluently social issues or matters of 
interest in Korean. Also the students will be able to raise their Korean language skills to level where 
they can take and participate in courses taught only in Korean.

교양

IFLS113      ADVANCED KOREAN Ⅱ      (3학점)

This class uses [Korean Conversation 5], (published by Institute of Korean Culture) as the basic 
textbook and is focused on improving Korean conversational skills. Also it attempts to enhance 
technical skills such as listening, speaking, reading, and writing, by including reading newspapers and 
listening to news as part of the class. Moreover, each student has to do a presentation to elevate their 
official presentation skills.

교양

IFLS125      CHINESE(BEGINNER)      (3학점)

 This course focuses on acquiring basic Chinese pronunciation, expressions, and composition skills for 
begining students.

교양

IFLS126      CHINESE(INTERMEDIATE)      (3학점)

 This course focuses on acquiring intermediate level of grammar, composition skills, and expressions of
Chinese for intermediate students.

교양

IFLS127      RUSSIAN(BEGINNER)      (3학점)

This course is intended to introduce the Russian language to beginner level students who will major in 
Russian. The focus of this course is pronunciation, basic grammar and simple vocabulary. The students 
are required to learn sentence structure through pattern drills

교양

IFLS128      RUSSIAN(INTERMEDIATE)      (3학점)

The purpose of this course is to provide the students who successfully completed one semester of 
Russian with an opportunity to develop their grammar and vocabulary skills.

교양

IFLS150      ENGLISH INTERPRETATION & TRANSLATION      (3학점)

In this course students will study important skills and strategies required in dealing with the problems 
that occur in the process of interpreting and translating English texts.

교양

IFLS156      ADVANCED ENGLISH DISCUSSION      (3학점)

This course is for mostly advanced students who wish to develop their conversation, discussion and 
debating skills within the framework of the English language.  Through intensive discussions of 
contemporary and social issues, movies, newspaper articles and other materials, students will be 
exposed to the contemporary English language, and will develop their vocabulary.  In addition, students
will build on their oral presentation skills through  assignments such as speeches, debates and group 
discussions.

교양

2018년 12월 8일 11시 56분



교수요목(서울 캠퍼스)
대학 국제어학원(관)

학과 국제어학원 

IFLS162      BUSINESS ENGLISH LAB      (1학점)

This practical course focuses on the English used in business and professional settings. Students will be
exposed to common business situations, communicative transactions, and other forms through listening 
and speaking. Students will also learn and use business-related vocabulary and expressions.

교양

IFLS177      CURRENT CHINESE      (3학점)

 This course focuses on acquiring current Chinese expressions and the ability to use Chinese media via 
reading Chinese newspapers, magazines, and internet information. 

교양

IFLS179      SCREEN CHINESE      (3학점)

 This course focuses on acquiring various Chinese expressions and enhancing listenibg skills via multi 
media such as TV dramas and movie, etc. 

교양

IFLS180      PRACTICAL CHINESE WRITING      (3학점)

 This course focuses on getting used to Chinese expressions while learning and actually writing the 
basics and expressions of Chinese composition.  

교양

IFLS210      ENGLISH FOR CONTEMPORARY ISSUES      (3학점)

This course, designed for students who intend to improve English communication skills, offers 
opportunities to analyze English texts concerning contemporary issues. In doing so, this class aims to 
help students articulate their ideas in English.

교양

IFLS225      FRENCH FOR READING & COMPREHENSION I      (3학점)

This course encourages general knowledge and ability accompanied by practicing careful readings and 
precise interpretation on various french texts.

교양

IFLS226      FRENCH FOR READING & COMPREHENSION II      (3학점)

This course encourages general knowledge and ability accompanied by practicing careful readings and 
precise interpretation on various french texts.

교양

IFLS227      FRENCH-ENGLISH TRANSLATION      (3학점)

This course is intended to improve both french and english proficiency by translating French-English 
and English-French  focusing on practical and technical vocabulary.

교양

IFLS228      FRENCH COMPOSITION      (3학점)

This course is intended to improve writing ability in French by practicing various excercises and by 
writing letters and eassys.

교양

IFLS235      INTERMEDIATE SPANISH CONVERSATION      (3학점)

Intended to improve active command of the language through readings, discussions, and reports. 
Conversational skills stressed. Reading selections include commentaries on political, social, and 
cultural issues.

교양

IFLS240      KOREAN SPEAKING FOR BEGINNERS Ⅰ      (2학점)

It aims to introduce beginners basic spoken skills in modern standard Korean. Students will learn 
elementary conversational skills and useful phrases on various different topics which they can come 
across in everyday life. Through the practice of listening and speaking basic Korean, students will 
learn how to carry out simple conversations in everyday life. 

교양

IFLS241      KOREAN SPEAKING FOR BEGINNERS Ⅱ      (2학점)

This course aims to introduce beginners spoken skills in modern standard Korean. Students will learn 
conversational skills and useful phrases on various different topics which they can come across in 
everyday life. Through the practice of listening and speaking basic Korean, students will learn how to 
carry out conversations in everyday life.

교양

IFLS242      INTERMEDIATE KOREAN SPEAKING      (2학점)

As the continuation of Beginning Korean, the course focuses on improving skills for extensive speaking
as well as for more sophisticated oral communication on a wider range of topics. Also Student has to do 
a presentation to elevate their official presentation skills.

교양

IFLS243      INTERMEDIATE KOREAN READING      (2학점)

This class teaches proverbs, idiomatic words, onomatopoeic words for intermediate level of students.  
By teaching this vocabulary, this class attempts to enhance students accuracy of vocabulary use in 
reading. Also it  widen students' knowledge of vocabulary. Moreover, student will be able to use variety 
of vocabulary appropriately  in real-communication. 

교양
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교수요목(서울 캠퍼스)
대학 국제어학원(관)

학과 국제어학원 

IFLS244      ADVANCED KOREAN READING      (2학점)

This class uses authentic materials and is focused on improving Korean reading skills. Also it attempts 
to enhance accuracy and fluency in reading. Each student has to read a variety of text rapidly in class to
reduce the pressure about reading.

교양

IFLS245      KOREAN WRITING FOR BEGINNERS      (2학점)

This class is focused on improving basic Korean Writing skills. especially it attempts to enhance 
technical skills such as wards, sentences, paragraphs. 
And this class provides materials for the students.

교양

IFLS246      INTERMEDIATE KOREAN WRITING      (2학점)

This is designed to develop students' writing skills by introducing the various structures of different 
genres of writing. Students will learn to write different types of essays. 

교양

IFLS247      ADVANCED KOREAN WRITING      (2학점)

This course is for students who wish to improve their writing skills within a 
variety of formal contexts related to academic life. Academic Writing concentrates on the process of 
building an accurate and successful piece of writing and providing students with models for students to 
work from. This is an approach which builds confidence and helps develop successful writing. This 
course also encourages students to think of the reader at all times during the writing process.

교양

IFLS249      ADVANCED KOREAN FOR CONTEMPORARY ISSUES      (2학점)

This class is designed to give students opportunities to develop and improve their comprehension skill 
to understand contemporary issues in Korean  ociety via various mass media, mainly TV programs 
including news. Students will learn high level vocabulary to understand each issue and have to discuss 
on topic suggested after they watch video. Also they have to do a presentation about what they are 
interested in.

교양

IFLS250      BEGINNING CHINESE Ⅰ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

This course focuses on learning correct pronunciation and basic structure.

교양

IFLS251      BEGINNING CHINESE Ⅱ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

This course focuses on learning correct pronunciation and basic structure.

교양

IFLS254      BEGINNING JAPANESE Ⅰ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

Designed for students who have no knowledge of Japanese, this course   aims to foster basic 
introductory grammatical competence by learning    Japanese characters and to help them acquire basic 
conversational       ability and listening comprehension skills.

교양

IFLS255      BEGINNING JAPANESE Ⅱ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

Designed for those students who have studied Japanese for a half       year, this course aims to foster 
elementary and intermediate             grammatical competence, such as potential forms and passive,        
  causative, and honorific expressions, and to help them acquire basic     conversational ability and 
listening comprehension skills.

교양

IFLS256      CURRENT JAPANESE      (3학점)

Designed for students at the intermediate level, this course aims to     
 help them acquire Japanese vocabulary and expressions from Japanese  
 mass media and to foster communicative competence in discussing 
 current issues and events in Japanese and exchanging opinions with 
 Japanese native speakers.

교양

IFLS257      SCREEN JAPANESE      (3학점)

Designed for students at the intermediate and advanced level, this    
 course aims, through Japanese screen media, to help them acquire 
 practical Japanese vocabulary and expressions that can be used in 
 everyday life and to develop their knowledge relating to Japanese 
 affairs and culture.

교양

IFLS258      BUSINESS JAPANESE      (3학점)

Designed for students at the intermediate and advanced level, through 
 lessons focusing on conversations in different settings and situations, 
 this course aims to foster the practical Japanese proficiency that is 
 required in the business world.

교양

IFLS259      WRITINGS IN JAPANESE Ⅰ      (3학점)

This course aims to help students gain writing ability in Japanese at 
 the elementary and intermediate level.

교양
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교수요목(서울 캠퍼스)
대학 국제어학원(관)

학과 국제어학원 

IFLS260      WRITINGS IN JAPANESE Ⅱ      (3학점)

This course aims to help students gain writing ability in Japanese at 
 the intermediate level.

교양

IFLS261      READINGS IN JAPANESE Ⅰ      (3학점)

This course aims to help students gain reading ability for 
 understanding elementary and intermediate-level Japanese texts.

교양

IFLS262      READINGS IN JAPANESE Ⅱ      (3학점)

This course aims to help students gain reading ability for 
 understanding intermediate-level Japanese texts.

교양

IFLS267      SPANISH CONVERSATION      (1학점)

Intended to improve active command of the language through readings, discussions, and reports. 
Conversational skills stressed. Reading selections include commentaries on political, social, and 
cultural issues.

교양

IFLS268      SPANISH COMPOSITION      (1학점)

This course is designed to enhance students' skills of writing Spanish by practising  various patterns 
especially conjunctive and complex sentences. 

교양

IFLS269      SPANISH GRAMMAR Ⅰ      (1학점)

This course intended to improve language proficiency by integrating 
  grammar functionally through listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

교양

IFLS270      SPANISH GRAMMAR Ⅱ      (1학점)

This course intended to improve language proficiency by integrating 
  grammar functionally through listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

교양

IFLS274      BUSINESS CHINESE      (3학점)

 This course focuses on enhancing Chinese expressions used on formal documents, business meetings, 
letters and counseling, etc. for the students to use at practical affairs.

교양

IFLS275      FRENCH(BEGINNER)      (3학점)

 These courses are taught through two consecutive semesters using the same audiovisual aids textbook, 
where the first course is titled as FRENCH(BEGINNER) and the second as FRENCH(INTERMEDIATE). 
To break away from the original course <FRENCH> that focused on grammar and reading, this course 
aims to help students prepare for the era of internationalization by focusing on the improvement of 
conversation skills.

교양

IFLS276      FRENCH(INTERMEDIATE)      (3학점)

 These courses are taught through two consecutive semesters using the same audiovisual aids textbook, 
where the first course is titled as FRENCH(BEGINNER) and the second as FRENCH(INTERMEDIATE). 
To break away from the original course <FRENCH> that focused on grammar and reading, this course 
aims to help students prepare for the era of internationalization by focusing on the improvement of 
conversation skills.

교양

IFLS277      BEGINNING FRENCH I(FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

 This course aims to help students with essential expressions for their everyday lives and also with 
various vocabularies. Aimed at Early Intermediate Students, it  requires an active participation from 
the enrolled students

교양

IFLS278      BEGINNING FRENCH II(FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

 This course is for the beginners who took ‘BEGINNING FRENCH I’ beforehand. It focuses on 
improving students’ writing and speaking skills for their daily lives. Students who take this course 
will be evaluated by their active participation.

교양

IFLS279      JAPANESE BEGINNER      (3학점)

 Desinged for students at the beginning level, this course is designed to provide a basic knowledge of 
Japanese in general through teaching basic vocabulary, sentence patterns, and grammar. The course 
also aims to naturally develop reading comprehension and conversational abilities in Japanese.

교양

IFLS280      JAPANESE INTERMEDIATE      (3학점)

 Desinged for students at the beginning level, this course is designed to provide a basic knowledge of 
Japanese in general through teaching basic vocabulary, sentence patterns, and grammar. The course 
also aims to naturally develop reading comprehension and conversational abilities in Japanese.

교양

2018년 12월 8일 11시 56분



교수요목(서울 캠퍼스)
대학 국제어학원(관)

학과 국제어학원 

IFLS281      ACADEMIC JAPANESE Ⅰ      (3학점)

 Desinged for students at the intermediate and advanced level, through studying topics in specialized 
fields related to Japan, this course aims to help students in futher understanding those fields and to 
acquire the Japanese vocabulary and expressions mainly used in academic fields.

교양

IFLS282      ACADEMIC JAPANESE Ⅱ      (3학점)

 Desinged for students at the beginning level, this course is designed to provide a basic knowledge of 
Japanese in general through teaching basic vocabulary, sentence patterns, and grammar. The course 
also aims to naturally develop reading comprehension and conversational abilities in Japanese.

교양

IFLS283      ADVANCED ENGLISH      (3학점)

 This course focuses on advanced English skills and critical thinking required across different academic
disciplines. Students will be exposed to English materials at the advanced level and develop all four 
language skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

교양

IFLS284      KOREAN FLAGSHIP OVERSEAS PROGRAM MEDIA COURSE Ⅰ      

 The primary purpose of this media class is to gain a deeper understanding of the complexities of 
politics, economy, society and culture in Korea through materials obtained from various media sources 
such as newspapers, television, the Internet and so on. The secondary purpose is to achieve a high 
advanced level of Korean which is in the 3rd level on the ILR scale. Having a week as a class cycle, 
students seek to find answers to research questions on certain issues through various reading and 
listening materials. Also, the final goal is approached by performing tasks related to the subject 
through presentations and discussions. This course meets on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. This 
lecture is only open to students who are participating in the University of Hawaii Language Flagship 
Overseas Program.

교양

IFLS285      KOREAN FLAGSHIP OVERSEAS PROGRAM MEDIA COURSE Ⅱ      

 The primary purpose of this class is to carry out research on the topic that each student chose based on
the advanced level of Korean language proficiency acquired through Korean Flagship Overseas Program
Media Course I. By analyzing materials obtained from various media sources such as newspapers, 
television, the Internet and so on, students should sum up the social phenomena related to their topics 
and predict how those situations would proceed after certain period of time. Having a week as a class 
cycle, students seek to find answers to research questions on certain issues through various reading and
listening materials. Also, the final goal is approached by performing tasks related to the subject 
through presentations and discussions. This course meets on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. This 
lecture is only open to students who are participating in the University of Hawaii Language Flagship 
Overseas Program.

교양

IFLS286      KOREAN FLAGSHIP OVERSEAS PROGRAM INTERNSHIP & FIELD

 The goal of this course is to have the students enjoy opportunities to experience various fields related 
to their majors and achieve a proficiency in professional Korean. This course entails the students 
applying to the internships related to their field of interest after extensive research. At the internship,
the student is given work that is in line with the qualities of the internship under the supervision of a 
mentor. This lecture is only open to students who are participating in the University of Hawaii 
Language Flagship Overseas Program.

교양

IFLS287      KOREAN FLAGSHIP OVERSEAS PROGRAM INTERNSHIP & FIELD

 The goal of this course is to provide students with a high-level professional Korean proficiency 
through related work. Furthermore, at the beginning of the semester, a research question is chosen and
throughout the semester, the student gathers and analyzes sources and discusses it with the KU-KFOP 
faculty as well as their internship mentors, after which they submit a short report at the end of the 
semester. This lecture is only open to students who are participating in the University of Hawaii 
Language Flagship Overseas Program.

교양

IFLS288      ADVANCED KOREAN THROUGH PROJECT      (2학점)

 『Advanced Korean through project』 is a research class for those who want to research on a certain 
topic. Each student or a small group of students can choose a topic they are interested in. After 
selecting a topic, students make a research plan for the selected topic and give a presentation on the 
findings that will be made through discussions and agreements with their peers. Different types of 
project may be offered each semester, but normally news and newsletters are made as a result. This 
lecture is only open to students who are participating in the University of Hawaii Language Flagship 
Overseas Program.

교양

IFLS289      SCREEN SPANISH      (3학점)

 This course aims at enhancing the understanding of Spanish by using video tapes and other visual 
texts. The course offers lesson plans for Spanish grammar as well as a comprehensive testing program. 
The course also is designed to optimize student’s understanding of Spanish by viewing various topics 
such as history, society, and cultural aspects of Spain and Latin America.

교양
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교수요목(서울 캠퍼스)
대학 국제어학원(관)

학과 국제어학원 

IFLS290      BUSINESS SPANISH      (3학점)

 This course is designed to deepen the knowledge of Spanish by focusing on various materials. For this 
aim the course will systematically examine various themes such as business, politics, economy and 
culture. Accordingly, the course addresses of studies on economic, political, social and cultural 
environments of Spain and Latin America.

교양

IFLS291      BUSINESS RUSSIAN      (3학점)

 Practice conversation and writing skills using materials from economy and business.

교양

IFLS292      SCREEN RUSSIAN      (3학점)

 Development of Russian conversation and listening skills for use in the mass media and the internet.

교양

IFLS293      READING IN SPANISH      (1학점)

 The objective of this course is to improve Spanish reading comprehension skills by reading selected 
texts in Spanish and to understand its culture.

교양

IFLS294      BEGINNING SPANISH Ⅰ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

 Advanced study, aimed at students who wish to continue developing their Spanish language skills in 
relation to their particular discipline of study. Recommended only for students who have previous 
knowledge of Spanish. 

교양

IFLS295      BEGINNING SPANISH Ⅱ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

 Advanced study, aimed at students who wish to continue developing their Spanish language skills in 
relation to their particular discipline of study. Recommended only for students who have previous 
knowledge of Spanish. 

교양

IFLS296      SPANISH(BEGINNER)      (3학점)

 The purpose of this course is to provide beginner level students with various opportunities to 
encounter an integrated approach to comprehension and exercises as well as to broaden Spanish 
vocabulary and idiomatic expressions in everyday conversation in Spanish.

교양

IFLS297      SPANISH(INTERMEDIATE)      (3학점)

 The purpose of this course is to provide intermediate level students with various opportunities to 
encounter an integrated approach to comprehension and exercises as well as to broaden Spanish 
vocabulary and idiomatic expressions in everyday conversation in Spanish.

교양

IFLS298      GERMAN FOR BUSINESS      (3학점)

 This course is designed to develop knowledge of German for business, providing the ability to read, 
write, and speak in German. Not only does this course focus on isuess on business and economics, but it 
also includes a variety of other topics which allows the ability to communicate professionally.

교양

IFLS299      GERMAN GRAMMAR      (3학점)

 This course is designed for beginners of German, learning from basic grammar and vocabulary in order 
to speak and write. It focuses on helping students learn difficult basic grammar and vocuabluary using 
their first langauge. 

교양

IFLS302      ENGLISH READING & DISCUSSION I      (3학점)

The purpose of this class is to develop skills in reading English materials and to enhance proficiency in
speaking English. Students will engage in various integrated reading activities through which they will 
become more effective at reading and expressing personal opinions.

교양

IFLS303      ENGLISH READING & DISCUSSION Ⅱ      (3학점)

The course is a continuation of English Reading and Discussion I. The purpose of this class is to 
develop skills in reading English materials and to enhance proficiency in speaking English. Students 
will engage in various integrated reading activities through which they will become more effective at 
reading and expressing personal opinions.

교양

IFLS304      ADVANCED ENGLISH GRAMMAR      (3학점)

This course focuses on developing grammatical competency in English. In this course, different 
grammatical structures will be examined according to form, meaning, and use in spoken and written 
English. Students will engage in communicative activities which will help them improve accuracy and 
precision.

교양

IFLS305      PRACTICAL ENGLISH READING & WRITING      (3학점)

This course focuses on the reading and writing of practical English texts. Students will read selections 
from a wide variety of non-academic texts and will practice writing for general purposes. Emphasis is 
placed on the integration of reading and writing.

교양
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교수요목(서울 캠퍼스)
대학 국제어학원(관)

학과 국제어학원 

IFLS306      ACADEMIC ENGLISH WRITING-HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENC

This course is designed to help students majoring in the humanities write more precisely and 
accurately in English. Student will engage in academic writing activities which focus on organizing 
information, logical development, word choice, and referencing which pertain to their academic 
discipline.

교양

IFLS307      ACADEMIC ENGLISH WRITING-SCIENCES      (3학점)

This course is designed to help students majoring in the sciences write more precisely and accurately in
English. Student will engage in academic writing activities which focus on organizing information, 
logical development, word choice, and referencing which pertain to their academic discipline.

교양

IFLS308      ENGLISH IN MEDIA      (3학점)

This course aims to expose students to the English used in different types of media such as films. 
Students will be exposed to contemporary and communicative English and will be able to develop their 
general English skills.

교양

IFLS309      BUSINESS ENGLISH      (3학점)

This course focuses on the English used in business and professional settings. Students will be exposed 
to common business situations, communicative transactions, and various writing forms. Students will 
also learn and use business-related vocabulary and expressions.

교양

IFLS313      BEGINNING RUSSIAN Ⅰ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

A systematic review of grammar and vocabulary using Russian text for students who major in Russian.

교양

IFLS314      BEGINNING RUSSIAN Ⅱ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

A systematic review of grammar and vocabulary using Russian text for students who major in Russian.

교양

IFLS319      PUBLIC SPEAKING IN ENGLISH      (3학점)

This course is designed to help students in any major practice and develop effective public speaking 
skills in English. Students will engage in preparatory public speaking activities which focus on 
structuring speeches, organizing content, preparing visual aids and presenting confidently while using 
speaking tasks relevant to their own academic discipline.  

교양

IFLS320      CRITICAL THINKING IN ENGLISH      (3학점)

 Through this course, students in any major will practice and develop critical thinking skills in English.
Students will engage in systematic critical thinking language activities which focus on the structure of 
arguments, organizing responses, preparing positions and presenting confidently while using analytical 
tasks relevant to their own academic discipline. 

교양

IFLS321      CONTEMPORARY GERMANY      (3학점)

 This course will focus on developing students‘ ability to read and understand German by using various 
types of materials such as German magazines, German newspapers, German TV news, etc.

교양

IFLS322      SCREEN GERMAN      (3학점)

 The purpose of this course is to provide students with opportunities to develop and extend their rapid 
comprehension about German and their interest in German by using various types of audio-video 
materials such as German movies, German TV programs, etc. Moreover students will have opportunities
to encounter German culture indirectly with audio-video materials.

교양

IFLS323      GERMAN COMPOSITION      (3학점)

 This course will focus on developing and extending students‘ ability to practice and use various types 
of German sentences and expression skills.

교양

IFLS324      GERMAN CEFR (A II-I)      (3학점)

 This course is supplement and practice for CEFR A2-1, so the greatest effect is expected when 
students learn this course with CEFR A2-1. 

교양

IFLS325      GERMAN CEFR (A II-II)      (3학점)

 This course is supplement and practice for CEFR A2-1, so the greatest effect is expected when 
students learn this course with CEFR A2-1. 

교양

IFLS326      BEGINNING GERMAN Ⅰ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

 The purpose of this course is to provide basic level students majoring in German with opportunities to 
develop their basic comprehension about German and their interest in German by using various types of
learning methods such as conversation, grammar, writing, etc.

교양
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교수요목(서울 캠퍼스)
대학 국제어학원(관)

학과 국제어학원 

IFLS327      BEGINNING GERMAN Ⅱ (FOR MAJORS)      (3학점)

 The purpose of this course is to provide intermediate or advanced level students majoring in German 
with opportunities to develop their deep comprehension about German and their ability to speak 
German more fluently and naturally.

교양

IFLS328      GERMAN(BEGINNER)      (3학점)

 This course is taught students in German and will focus on providing beginners or basic level students 
with opportunities to learn basic German conversational expressions, grammar, etc. necessary in 
everyday life.

교양

IFLS329      GERMAN(INTERMEDIATE)      (3학점)

 This course is taught students in German and will focus on providing intermediate or advanced level 
students with opportunities to practice natural and various German colloquial expressions.

교양

IFLS330      MAJOR-RELATED ENGLISH I      (3학점)

 This course aims at providing English majors with opportunities to enhance skills in both intensive 
reading and critical thinking which are strongly required for their majors

교양

IFLS331      MAJOR-RELATED ENGLISH II      (3학점)

 This course aims at providing English majors with opportunities to enhance skills in both intensive 
reading and critical thinking which are strongly required for their majors

교양

IFLS332      ADVANCED ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES      (3학점)

 This course is designed to help students practice and develop English for Academic Purposes. Students
will engage in academic speaking activities which focus on structuring speeches, presentations and 
discussions and writing effectively using research techniques and referencing systems in structured 
reports and essay forms. Practice in other related academic English skills including listening, reading 
and grammatical competence will also be developed.

교양
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